el RAQ,
to patriotism, to honour and to religion. So keenly was public
feeling aroused by these nightly meetings that several clashes
between the police and Nationalists took place. The turbulent
gathering of Nationalists., on May 24th, to secure the release of
one of their number, arrested because of a speech made at a
maulud, provoked such an alarming disturbance that armed
cars patrolled the streets, firing shots over the heads of the
crowd. General unrest settled on Baghdad. Bazaars closed on
the slightest rumours. Attacks on solitary British officers and
men were frequent. The presentation of the Nationalist
demands by the Mandubin to the Acting Civil Commissioner and
his staff at the Sarai on June 2nd became, as already indicated,1
a great Nationalist demonstration, the news of which was
spread throughout the country. The announcement, on June
soth, that Sir Percy Cox would return to set up an Arab
Government had a favourable reception among many in-
fluential 'Iraqis, but it was received with mistrust by
Nationalists as a whole. The Mandubin again demanded, on
June 30th, 'the formation of a General Council for 'Iraq'
which they expected to declare the immediate and complete
independence of Iraq.2
While the agitation was increasing in Baghdad, Shica
divines of the Holy Cities had also intensified their efforts
among the tribes and the provincial towns. Broadsheets from
their printing presses, letters and documents, some of them
carrying the forged signature of the Chief Mujtahid, Saiyid
Muhammad Taqi, were circulated. These exhorted true
believers to defend Islam against the infidels and urged them
to send delegates to Baghdad to form an Islamic Government.
A covenant binding the tribes to a concerted rising was signed
by a number of shaikhs.3
Plans for the rising seem to have been definitely formulated
at Karbala in the middle of June when groups of shaikhs and
1 Supra, pp. 316-17.	2 Admin. Report, Muntqfiq, 1930, p  3.
3 Letter, Mandubin to Military Governor and Political Officer of Baghdad,
June soth, 1930.
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